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Abstract 
The joint and recovery of paper scrap was an optimal matching issue. The automatic restoration 

technology for the broken document was designed according to different cutting ways of the paper 
shredder. As the fragment data was an one-side print file, a nonlinear programming model with no 
constraint conditions was established for the straight-cutting broken paper scrap from a given print file of 
the same page, and the nonlinear programming model with restraint programming model was established 
for the broken scrap with straight cut and cross cut. For the paper scrap data from a one-page print file in 
English printed on both sides, the joint was accomplished by the ant colony algorithm. 
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1 . Introduction 
Currently, a lot of researches on the automatic restoration technology for the broken 

document have been done in most of the developed countries internationally. However, in 
China, the research on this area started too late, and few research accomplishments were 
reported. The joint of the broken document was widely applied in the judicial physical evidence 
recovery, historical document restoration and military information acquirement. Traditionally, the 
joint and recovery work needed to be done manually, which would lead to high accuracy but low 
efficiency. Especially as the fragment amount was huge, the manual joint would cost a lot of 
human and material resources. 

The automatic joint issue belonged to the computer vision and pattern recognition area, 
which was accomplished by the computer processing to obtain the information of the paper 
scrap, like shape and color. Then the paper scrap was restored automatically or semi-
automatically. Currently, most of the paper scrap joint works were accomplished manually. 
Although some researchers have been done abroad, little research findings could be found for 
the application background specificity of the paper scrap automatic restoration technology. The 
description on the shape matching algorithm of the similar issue was found in some articles [1-
7]. For example, in literature [7], a method to accomplish the paper scrap joint by judging if two 
profiles matched by boundary and area principles from extracting the contour line of the paper 
scrap was given to achieve the paper scrap automatic restoration based on the computer 
assistance. 

 
 

2. Broken Paper Scrap of One-side Print Document with Only Straight Cut  
For a given broken paper scrap from the same print document with only straight cut, the 

fragment data of the document with 19 items on two pages in Chinese and English respectively 
was given by the computer processing, and then the joint and recovery were done. 

The least square method was a mathematic optimization technology, which minimized 
the error square and found the optimal function match. The unknown data could be calculated 
conveniently and the error square between the calculated and actual data was the minimum. 
Nonlinear least square method could be seen as a special situation for the unrestraint 
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minimization, which was widely applied in the areas like data fitting, parameter estimation and 
functional approximation [8]. The optimal matching solution for the paper scrap in the 
attachment by the least square method and its value was determined. 

From the basic knowledge of the image processing, it was known that the pixel value 
range of each pixel point on the paper scraps to be jointed was 0-255,according to which, the 
figure could be analyzed. The figure was firstly broken up into the point collection, and the pixel 
matrix of the point collection of the figure was established for a random figure, which was 
assumed as jth figure. It was known that the matrix of the jth figure was 1980*72, and the pixel 
matrix of the ith column of the jth figure was: 
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Firstly, for all the paper scrap to be jointed, the first one on the left was determined if all 

of the left boundary points were white, namely the pixel was 255, from which the first paper 
scrap to be jointed was found. 

Obviously, for a random figure, the corresponding pixel point color difference of the 
other figure and it was not the same. The screening function qpQ ,  was defined, and to calculate 

the square sum of the pixel point color value difference between the right boundary of the pth 
figure and corresponding left boundary of the qth figure, the expression was as follows: 
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Where, hijp  meant the hth row and ith column of the pixel point color value matrix of the jth figure. 

For Figure p, as other figures and it matched, each qpQ ,  was obtained, and what 

needed was the optimal match, namely the nonlinear unrestraint mathematic programming 
model. 

 

Min  qpQ ,  
 

Then Figure p and q could be jointed. 
The program was written with the Matlab software in the Acer computer of 5750G 

configured with i5 processor, the running time was 0.1s, the joint was successful and the figure 
of the recovery result was as follows: 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1. In Chinese Figure 2. In English 
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3. Broken Paper Scrap of One-side Print Document with Straight and Cross Cut  
For a given broken paper scrap from the same print document with straight and cross 

cut, the fragment data of the document with 209 items on two pages in Chinese and English 
respectively were given by the computer processing, and then the joint and recovery was done. 

 
 

3.1. Establishment of Nonlinear Programming Model  
In the situation of the cross cut, the method above was improved. Firstly, each paper 

scrap in the attachment was analyzed, and the minimum vertical distance between the white 
pixel point on the top of each paper scrap and the first non-white pixel point was utilized and 
analyzed in the computer to roughly judge the shape match of the font. According to the 
literatures, the geometrical characteristic of the row where the paper scrap lay could be 
obtained by existed technology, like the row height of the character and the space between the 
character lines [9]. 

Random paper scraps were picked as the ith and jth page, and if the minimum vertical 
distances between the white pixel point on the top of the ith and jth paper scrap and the first non-

white pixel point were mid  and mjd , mjmi ddd -ij  . 

According to the figures in this paper, the boundary value of d  was 0 and 5 

respectively. If the value of d  was between 0 and 5, it was considered that the ith and jth paper 
scrap could be jointed in the same line, or else the two could not be jointed in the same line for 
the big difference of the character structure, which meant that the two paper scrap could not be 
jointed. Then the distances of the peaks of ith paper scrap on the left and right and the first non-

white pixel point horizontally were calculated and analyzed to find the minimum distance six  

and tix , the boundary value of which was chosen as 12, 16 and 6 to 28. By the same way, the 

maximum character space iymax,  
between the top and bottom point in another restraint 

condition was determined.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. The Character of the ith Paper Scraps 
 
 

In the process above, the binaryzation method was adopted. By setting the threshold 
value, the conversion from the gray level image to the binaryzation image was accomplished 
[10]. The gray level value of the white pixel point was marked as 255, while the gray values of 
the other pixel points were marked as 0. In this process, the point, whose pixel value was close 
to that of the white pixel, was considered as the white point. The Form could be expressed as 
follows: 
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Then, based on the theory above, for all the paper scrap to be jointed, the program was 

firstly compiled to rank the paper scraps in the descending way according to the minimum 

principle for the sum of mid  and six , the paper scrap with the minimum value was chosen as the 

first element on the left top. Then each of the paper scraps was joined by the recurrence 

dmi 

ymax,i 

xsi xti 
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algorithm based on the principle of from left to right and from top to bottom. In the joint process 
the least square method in the first model was used to screen the paper scraps to be jointed 
with the objective paper scrap, the Min qpQ ,  was then calculated, which meant the difference 

of paper scrap p and q was the minimum, namely paper scraps p and q were the best match. 
The optimized model was a nonlinear restraint optimal problem: 
 
Min  qpQ ,  
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As the paper scrap p and q were jointed crosswise, the objective function was: 
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As the paper scrap p and q were jointed lengthways, the objective function was: 
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According to the model establishment and analysis, the program was compiled with 

Matlab software and the initial joint was obtained. 
 

3.2. Artificial Interference Solution 
In many situations, as two paper scraps were both considered as the suitable one to be 

jointed with the objective paper scrap by the computer, the computer would automatically chose 
one of them which was considered the better to joint without the logical analysis. At this time, it 
was easy to produce a large-scale and extensive joint error. Hence the artificial interference was 
of significance as the solution error of the computer happened. As shown in Figure 4 and 5, 
obviously the two figures could be totally matched with the objective figure, and in this situation, 
if the wrong figure was picked by the computer (as shown in Figure 2), the other paper scrap 
would be jointed with other paper scraps wrongly either, which would result in the domino effect. 
Meanwhile, if the artificial interference was used with the logical thinking and analysis of human, 
it could be realized that the word “catens” in the figure to be jointed in Figure 5 didn’t actually 
exist, hence the joint error would be found and corrected, which would lead to a high accuracy 
and right restoration of the literatures. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4. Jointed Correct Figure 5. Jointed Error
 

                 
Hence, the artificial interference needed to be added after the initial joint was obtained, 

and the interference way was: the joint couple of the paper scraps in the running result of the 
program was firstly found, and then the serial number and the joint order were then recorded. 
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Another section of the program was then added in the initial joint program to achieve the 

descending order of the sum of mid  and six  for each paper scrap, the second sequencing 

value obtained was chosen as the first element on the left top to find the paper scrap to be 
jointed again, the serial number and joint order were recorded, then the third, the forth etc. were 
found until no single paper scrap was left or after the program was run for three times or more, 
no new paper scraps were found to be jointed with other paper scraps. Then the artificial 
interference was finished, and the final right result was achieved by the artificial joint with the 
logical analysis on the character and language. 

In addition, for English documents, the variable value range of the restraint condition 
could be changed appropriately because of the difference between English and Chinese 
character, the following was used: 
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The right joint result obtained was as Figure 6. and Figure 7: 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 6. In Chinese Figure 7. In English 
 

 
4. Broken Paper Scrap of both Sides Print Document  

For a given both sides print document of English version from the same page with both 
straight and cross cut by the shredder, the joint and restoration of the paper scrap were 
accomplished with the help of the both sides fragment data of 209 documents given by the 
computer. 

The paper scrap collection of the first line & column and the last line & column after 

being jointed was firstly judged. For which, a new variable nid  was introduced to indicate the 

minimum distance between the white pixel point of all the peaks at the bottom of the ith paper 

and the first non-white pixel point vertically. From the computer program, the nid , mid , six  and 

tix  could be obtained and the four matrixes were established for the paper scrap given. 
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According to the principle that mid  of the first line elements was bigger than other elements, 

and the difference between mid
 
and the elements in each line should not be too big, and by the 

artificial interference to observe the value of each element in the matrix, the 19 paper scraps in 
the first line, the last line, the first column and the last column could be found soon. Then 
according to the principle that only one common element existed in a random line or column, the 
first element in the first line could be determined soon, and the optimal match for each paper 
scrap could be found according to the principle of from left to right and from top to bottom. In the 
same way, the last element of the first line, the first element of the last line and the last element 
of the last line were determined, and each match result could be obtained by taking the three 
elements as the initial objective paper scrap to be matched.  

For the restriction of the both sides print, the algorithm accuracy was lowered. Hence, in 
the matching process of the objective paper scrap and other paper scraps, the ant colony 
algorithm was adopted. 

The ant colony algorithm was a probabilistic and overall situation search method, and 
the uncertainty property in this algorithm would lead to more opportunities to find the optimal 
solution in the overall situation [11-13]. The ant colony algorithm could increase the match 
accuracy for the paper scrap, its optimization process did not rely on the rigorous mathematic 
property of itself, and it had the potential parallelism, which increased the efficiency and instant 
reaction ability of the algorithm. In the matching process, the paper scrap number became 
larger, and the pixel of the figures was smaller, hence the ant colony algorithm was used in this 
paper to process optimally and increase the match accuracy. 

The four matching results from the process above were observed, and the artificial 
interference was added at this time, which was to record the right joint results, adjust the wrong 
jointed paper scraps which was artificially recognized, and re-match the wrong jointed paper 
scraps which could not be artificially recognized from the paper edge. The process should be 
repeated until the right matching results were obtained: 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Joint Results 
 
 

5.  Conclusion 
The technology of joint and recovery of paper scrap are considered in shape before. 

This paper give a method combined ant colony algorithm and the least square method 
according to the words message in the paper scrap. However, for the paper scrap with big 
information, a great amount of artificial interferences was needed in this model. 
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